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Abstract
Finite element method in pavement analysis is a type of mechanistic analysis that has widely
been used by road and transportation engineers these days. This method is used with related programs such as ABAQUS/CAE which is one of the powerful software on this task. Modeling in
this software has been developed from 2D static models to 3D dynamic models which are closer
to reality due to the more precise definition of material properties. A 3D model of a three layered
pavement system has been studied in this paper. Viscoelastic behavior definition for asphalt concrete (AC) layer which is loaded by “Dual-wheel Tandem” and “Tridem” axles has been modeled
in ABAQUS/CAE. These axles are moving with different velocities. Since the model is a flexible
pavement, two important structural damages are “Fatigue Cracking” and “Rutting”. In order to
calculate the allowable number of load repetition to prevent each of those distresses, the horizontal
tensile strain under the hot mixed asphalt (HMA) layer and vertical compressive strain on top of
the subgarde are needed. The concentration of this study is based on the responses of flexible pavement. Moreover, a comparison due to moving “Dual-wheel Tandem” and “Tridem” axles loading
with different velocities is made. The parameters used for comparison are the allowable numbers
of load repetition to prevent “Fatigue Cracking” and “Rutting”. Due to the comparison between
two configurations of axles and their speed two conclusions have been made. Stresses reduce with
increase in speed up to 100km/h under two axle configurations. Also, the allowable number of
Tridem axle passages to prevent Fatigue Cracking and Rutting is higher under Dual-wheel Tandem
configuration.
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1. Introduction

tural Design of Asphalt Pavement in 1962.

The 1960 is the memento of AASHO’s ex-

The success of a mechanistic procedure main-

pensive road test and its impressive effects on

ly depends on how realistic it can model the

pavements design in road and transportation

pavement-vehicle interaction and pavement’s

engineering; that huge test was an example of

layers material behavior. When an axle moves

empirical analysis which is known in versus

on the surface, it applies a dynamic load be-

of mechanistic method. Studying the effects

side the static load. In conventional pavement

of loading axle type on HMA layer damage,

design models, the load is assumed static and

and determining the equivalent coefficients

stationary; which ignores the dynamic effects

for each axle type, was one of the important

of moving load. The field measured respons-

achievements of that huge test. These results

es of pavement have clearly indicated that

have been used until now. The effect of load-

the speed of axle affects the pavement strain

ing axle type on HMA layer damage is one of

responses [Sebbaly and Tabatabaee 1993;

the most important parameters for pavements

Akram et al. 1992]. In general, there are two

structural design which is applied by Equiva-

important factors which should be considered

lent Axle Load Factor (EALF). This factor

in any dynamic pavement analysis: the varia-

defines the damage per pass to a pavement

tion of the interaction load with time and the

by the axle in question relative to the dam-

dependency of the material properties on the

age per pass of a standard axle load, usually

applied loading repetition.

the 18-kip (80-kN) single-axle load. Actually

In 1990, Chen et al. worked on the effect of

the design is based on the total number of the

high inflation pressure and heavy axle load

passed standard axle load during the design

on asphalt concrete pavement performance,

period, defined as the cumulative Equiva-

by using 3D finite element model. A program

lent Single-Axle Load (ESAL). Most of the

TEXGAP-3D (developed with Abaqus), was

EALFs in use today are based on experience.

selected to predict the performance of flex-

One of the most widely used methods is based

ible pavements [Chen et al. 1990]. A 3D pave-

on the empirical equations developed from the

ment with viscoelastic AC layer was modeled

AASHTO Road Test. This factor can also be

in Abaqus by Zaghloul and White (1993).

determined theoretically based on the critical

They applied many realistic assumptions and

stresses and strains in the pavement, and the

worked on the optimum and suitable dimen-

failure criteria [Huang, 2004].

sions of the model’s parts such as layer’s depth

Mechanistic methods in computing pave-

and width. Furthermore, they applied a mov-

ments responses have received great attention

ing load and used dynamic analysis [Zaghloul

at the First International Conference on Struc-

and White, 1993]. Several studies have been
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done on the optimum dimensions of pavement

validation, they compared two tire configura-

length, width and layers’ depth for 3D mod-

tions (dual-wheel axle vs. wide-base tire) in

eling and finite element method [Uddin et al.

three different thickness of HMA layer [Al-

1994; Dondi 1994; Hjelmstad et al. 1997]. In

Qadi et al. 2008]. Wang and Al-Qadi (2010)

1998, a study by focusing on the usefulness

studied the responses of a flexible pavement

of the finite element method on the analysis

at various tire rolling conditions (free rolling

of three layered pavement system subjected

and braking) with a 3D finite element model

to different types of loadings was done. Vari-

in Abaqus. They defined the viscoelastic be-

ous factors such as axle type, axle load, tire

havior for HMA layer and simulated a loading

pressure, vehicle speed and pavement types

with a continuous moving load [Wang and Al-

were examined and different material behav-

Qadi 2010]. In 2012, Khavassefat et al. used a

iors were also considered. Saad et al. (2005)

quasi-static procedure to evaluate stresses and

examined the dynamic responses of conven-

strains in viscoelastic model with moving traf-

tional flexible pavement structures to single

fic loading. Results of this study showed that

wheel loading in terms of fatigue strain at the

the layered elastic analysis used in pavement

bottom of the AC layer and rutting strain on

design is unable to capture several important

the top of the subgrade material. This study

aspects of pavement responses [Khavassefat

conducted with 3D finite element software

et al. 2012].

called ADINA [Saad et al. 2005]. In 2006, El-

Because of the improvement in computer tech-

seifi and his team studied the hot mix asphalt

nology and software, modeling in general pur-

viscoelastic properties at moderate and high

pose finite element software has been chosen

temperature. They used this property into a

for this study. The pavement structure is mod-

3D finite element model so that the simulated

eled in Abaqus/CAE and the responses of this

pavement responses become more accurate

pavement to moving loads are elicited. These

due to the different speed loading. Outputs of

responses were compared with responses of

this model were compared with field meas-

the same pavement which is modeled in KEN-

ured pavement responses and the results of

LAYER in purpose of model validation. Since

this analysis indicated that the elastic theory

the model is flexible pavement, the two impor-

has underestimated predictions. In addition,

tant structural damages are Fatigue Cracking

results of the finite element model had higher

and Rutting. In order to calculate the allowa-

correlation with field measurements [Elseifi

ble number of load repetition for each of those

et al. 2006]. Another 3D finite element model

distresses, the horizontal tensile strain under

of viscoelastic flexible pavement was vali-

the first layer (HMA) and vertical compres-

dated by AL-Qadi et al. in 2008. Further than

sive strain on top of the subgarde are needed.
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The concentration of this study is based on the

rameter. In order to compute distresses, dis-

responses of flexible pavement. Moreover, a

tress models are used, which are introduced in

comparison due to moving “Dual-wheel Tan-

part 2.4. Horizontal tensile strain under HMA

dem” and “Tridem” axles loading with differ-

layer and vertical compression strain on top

ent velocities is made. The allowable numbers

of the subgrade are required as the inputs of

of load repetition for each of “Fatigue Crack-

these models. Each of these inputs is extracted

ing” and “Rutting” is the parameter which is

from the analyzed models, the maximum is

used for comparison.

selected and after an operation which is ex-

Until now, the comparison of different multi-

plained in part 2.4. the results are utilized in

ple axles have been done using Elastic mul-

the distress models.

tilayer analysis without considering the dy-

Abaqus/CAE is one of the powerful finite el-

namic effects of moving load. In this study the

ement software, which has made modeling a

Viscoelastic behavior of HMA were consid-

pavement with many realistic assumptions,

ered. Moreover, all analysis was done by ap-

possible. This software provides a wide vari-

plying moving loads with various speeds. The

ety of material behavior definition that helps

differences in damages and the advantages of

the users to model more realistic materials.

adding an extra axle in tandem configuration

Some useful assumptions that helped the au-

instead of adding a tire next to each tires of

thors in this study can be named as: a viscoe-

tandem axles is presented at the end of this

lastic behavior for HMA layer, moving ability

paper. In order to be more realistic, the vis-

for loading parts and modeling infinite parts

coelastic behavior of HMA and moving loads

around the model. Easy modeling and the

is applied.

broad variety of presented responses are the
other advantages of using Abaqus/CAE.

2. Methodology
This paper is aimed to using finite element

2.1 Model Geometry and Material Proper-

method in 3D model of the pavement struc-

ties

ture, analyzing a dynamic loading, which is

The model is similar to Wang and Al-Qadi’s

applied by two different axle configurations.

model [Wang and Al-Qadi 2010] in mate-

Finally, a comparison between these two types

rial properties and layers thickness which

of axles has been made. Two major structural

has been validated by field measured data. In

damages are examined for this comparison,

order to simulate continues pavement situ-

fatigue cracking and rutting. The allowable

ation, a 25 meters longitudinal length and a

number of load repetition to prevent each of

10 meters lateral width are modeled. Also, for

these damages is used as the comparison pa-

eliminating the reactions of around supports’
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Figure 1. The schematic model geometry

feedback and modeling the far field areas’ ef-

also the full history of strain development. For

fect, infinite parts with 2 and 2.5 meter width

defining the viscoelastic phenomena, Prony

are added at each end of every layer. The sche-

series are used in material properties. Table 1

matic model geometry is shown in Figure 1.

illustrates materials properties for each layer.

As figure 1 illustrates, the thickness of 152mm,

2.2 Loading and Axles Specifications

305mm and 5meter are selected for HMA lay-

As previously mentioned, two types of axle

er, base and subgrade layer respectively. Two

configurations are responsible for applying

15 meter thin parallel ribbons, in the middle

loads on the pavement structure. The 20 tons

of the model surface, are considered as the tire

load which is diffused on every tire in con-

path.

figuration is carried by the imprint loading

For an accurate predict of pavement respons-

areas. These areas’ dimensions are calculated

es, proper material characterization for each

through equation (1) and (2):

layer is needed. The elastic theory is not able

(1)

to consider the effect of moving axles while
the viscoelastic behavior of asphalt concrete

(2)

is characterized by the fact that the stress depends on not only the current state of strain but

where Ac is the contact area, which can be
35
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Table 1. Elastic and viscoelastic material parameter [Wang and Al-Qadi 2010]

Figure 2. Axle configurations and loading areas dimensions, (a) Tridem Axle, (b) Dual-wheel Tandem Axle

obtained by dividing the load on each tire by

dual-wheels is considered 350mm.

the tire pressure. A rectangular loading area is

According to research studies done, changes

assumed with length 0.8712L and width 0.6L

in inflation pressure by changing the speed

which has the same area of 0.5227L2 [Huang

parameter are approximately 5% and are neg-

2004]. On the other side, the tire pressure is

ligible [Chatti et al. 1996]. Thus, considering

opted 90psi (621KPa) and applied uniformly

the constant pressure for tires at each speed

on the imprint areas.

causes equal contact area.

Axle configurations are modeled in standard
dimensions, 1.4 meter spacing between every

2.3 Finite Element Specifications

axles and 2.4 meter length of each axle which

Because of the model’s large dimensions and

is illustrated in Figure 2. The spacing between

the 3D modeling the required elements are nu-
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Figure 3. Increasing in elements size by getting far from loading area, (a) in horizontal surface, (b) in depth of pavement

merous and a management of them is neces-

number of far field elements without signifi-

sary in order to control the run time. For this

cant loss in responses’ accuracy and in order

management, two parallel ribbons are defined

to create “silent” boundaries for the dynamic

as the wheels paths and meshed by smaller el-

analysis [Abaqus Users’ Manual 2010].

ements. Moreover, the elements sizes are increased by getting far from the loading part.

2.4 Distress Models

The elements horizontal dimensions around

In order to represent the damage parameter,

these wheel paths are 18mm laterally and

distress models are used for calculating the

12mm in moving direction. The vertical ele-

allowable number of load repetition to pre-

ments dimensions for every layer from top to

vent fatigue cracking and rutting. The Asphalt

down for HMA, base and subgrade layer are

Institute (AI) introduced these two models

30.4mm, 152mm and 152-1200mm respec-

which are presented in Equations (3) and (4)

tively. The change in elements dimensions is

[Huang 2004]:

illustrated in Figure 3.

Nf=0.0796×(εt)-3.291×(E)(-0.854) (3)

Two types of elements are used in this model:

Nd=1.365×10-9×(εc)-4.477

eight-node linear brick elements with reduced

(4)

where Nf is the allowable load repetition to

integration (C3D8R) in every normal part, and

prevent fatigue cracking and Nd is the allow-

infinite elements (CIN3D8) at the end of eve-

able load repetition to prevent permanent de-

ry layer. Infinite parts are used to reduce the

formation (rutting); E is the elastic modulus of
37
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Figure 4. Strain data for distress models [Huang 2004]

Figure 5. Finding the maximum strain for inputs of distress model; The Abaqus exported diagram (a) does not have
a high quality, so the numerical diagram has been provided by Microsoft Office Excel (b).

AC layer which can be eliminated because of

under each axle (as shown in Figure 4a.) and

its small power compared with strain’s power;

strains at the corresponding points that lies

εt is tensile horizontal strain under HMA layer

midway between two axles (as shown in Figure 4b.). [Huang 2004]

and εc is vertical compressive strain on top of
the subgrade. For multiple axles, computing

Selecting the maximum of εa , εb and εa-εb is

these strains are slightly different, the maxi-

necessary for finding the true input for each

mum strain should be selected from the strains

model. Figure 5 shows the tensile horizontal
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strain under the first layer in axles moving di-

strains (after the operation defined in part 2.4)

rection, the Abaqus exported diagram (Figure

and the model’s responses for each direction’s

5a) illustrates on top of the numerical diagram

strains are presented in Table 2. The last row

(Figure 5b). Apparently if εa and εb have the

of Table 2 is the minimum of both directions’

same sign (either positive or negative), εa-εb

function’s response. In order to make com-

could not be higher than each of them. Two

parison easier, Figure 6 illustrates Table 2’s

lateral and longitudinal horizontal strains

contents.

should be investigated to select the maximum

A comparison between horizontal strains

input for fatigue damage model.

under HMA layer shows that with the Dualwheel Tandem axle passage, higher strains

3. Results and Discussion

in moving direction are generated. While the

3.1 Pavement Responses and Damage Anal-

generated strains in lateral direction is higher

ysis

by passage of Tridem axle configuration. The

Calculating the allowable number of load rep-

lower strains in lateral direction due to passed

etition to prevent fatigue cracking requires

Dual-wheel Tandem axle are because of the

extracting horizontal strains under HMA layer

interaction between each tire response on the

in two perpendicular directions. The extracted

Table 2. The allowable number of load repetition to prevent fatigue cracking
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Figure 6. Minimum allowable number of load repetition to prevent Fatigue Cracking

Figure 7. Sample of horizontal strains in lateral direction due to passage of two axle configurations

other one. The small spacing between a pair of

A lateral profile of strains under HMA layer

tires causes the neutralization of pavement re-

generated by the passage of these two axles

sponses to each tire and also causes the reduc-

configuration has been presented in Figure 7.

tion in maximum strains under dual wheels.

As Figure 7 shows, not only the tensile strains
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(positive part of strain diagram) caused by

fore, the determinant strain for computing the

Dual-wheel Tandem axle passage are lower

distress model of fatigue cracking is “in mov-

than the one created by Tridem axles passage,

ing direction strain” and because of this fact,

but also the compressive strain (negative part

the Dual-wheel Tandem configuration is mak-

of strain diagram) in axles’ midway point

ing more fatigue cracking distresses. In other

caused by Dual Tandem axles is greater than

words, as Figure 6 illustrates, allowable num-

the one Tridem axles have made. The reason

ber of Tridem axle configuration passage to

of this event is higher loading in each axle of

prevent fatigue cracking is higher than Dual-

the Dual-wheel Tandem in comparison to Tri-

wheel Tandem axles.

dem axles which creates higher strains in this

The effect of axles’ velocity and the dynamic

point. Generally, the higher loading on each

loading is another output of this diagram. The

axle has greater responses in the midway of

speed of 20km/h has made higher strains in

large distances. This is the cause of higher

the diagram’s range of speed and it is because

strains in moving direction by Dual-wheel

of the dominant static effect of loading at low

Tandem axles in comparison to Tridem axles.

speeds. Generally, the summation of load’s

Hence the larger length of each axle versus the

static effects and load’s dynamic effects is in-

spacing between axles (2.4m vs. 1.4m) caused

fluencing in the responses. By increasing the

the higher strain in moving direction. There-

velocity, dynamic effect and static load’s ef-

Table 3. Allowable number of load repetition to prevent Fatigue cracking
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Figure 8. Allowable number of load repetition to prevent Rutting damage

fect reverse their influence; the static effect is

model’s response to these strains. Further, fig-

decreasing but its role is considerable up to a

ure 8 illustrates an easier comparison diagram

velocity around 80km/h. This speed is the lo-

for contents of Table 3.

cal extremum point of the diagram which the

As Figure 8 illustrates, because of the deeper

summation of both dynamic and static load’s

position of the extracted data and the effects

effect is higher than other points, although it

of layer’s weight, the load’s dynamic effect is

is not higher than load’s static effect in low

less considerable than its effect under HMA

speeds.

layer. Hence, when the velocity increases

In order to calculate allowable number of load

higher than 60km/h, low decrease in strain re-

repetition to prevent Rutting, extracting the

sponses is observed.

vertical compressive strains on top of the sub-

In order to determine the loading area as the

grade is required. The vertical strains on top

imprint of tires, the appointed load (20 ton)

of the subgrade are totally compressive and

is divided to number of each configuration’s

they have same signs, so, the operation is not

tires. Therefore, the total load which is carried

required (as it was explained in 2.4). Table 3

by each axle of the Tridem configuration is

is presenting the net strains and the distress

less than this load on each axle of Dual-wheel
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Tandem configuration (6 tires vs. 4 pairs of

made using KENLAYER software. KEN-

tires). According to this fact, the vertical com-

LAER is a commonly used software in pave-

pressive strains (which is directly related to

ment analysis which utilizes elastic layer

stresses) under Dual-wheel Tandem axles are

theory and is endorsed for pavement structure

much greater than this response under Tridem

design. A Tridem axle model with static load-

axles. By this explanation, the major number

ing is analyzed by Abaqus and has been uti-

of allowable load repetition to prevent rut-

lized for comparing with the same model in

ting damage due to Tridem axles passage is

KENLAYER program. Extracted data from

expectable.

each software is presented in Table 4 in order
to compare and compute the percentage dif-

3.2 Validation

ference.

Wang and Al-Qadi have presented a valid
model. Their model was simulated in Abaqus,

4. Discussion and Conclusion

and validated by field measured data [Wang

Modeling a 3D pavement in general purpose

and Al-Qadi 2010]. As previously mentioned,

finite element software (Abaqus/CAE) and

the basic specifications of this study’s model

analyzing its outputs was the approach of this

are similar to Wang and Al-Qadi’s model. The

paper. The pavement responses caused by the

field measured validation results of Wang and

passage of two different axle configurations

Al-Qadi’s model verifies the model utilized in

with four different velocities were used in

this study.

order to calculate damage transfer functions

Moreover, quantitative evaluation has been

under these conditions. In simulating stud-

Table 4. Comparison between ABAQUS and KENLAYER responses
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ies, simplifications are inevitable. Software

be higher than load’s static’s effect in low

constrains and unnecessary calculations are

speeds.

the main reasons of these assumptions. In this

- The behavior of horizontal strains due to

study, simplification in modeling the loading

the passage of Dual-wheel Tandem axles

area in rectangular shape was made which

and Tridem axles in the depth of 152mm

is recommended by Huang [Huang2004].

of the pavement (under HMA layer’s thick-

Neglecting the roughness of surface caused

ness) becomes inverse with direction al-

higher amount of load repetition. The smooth

teration. Tridem axles create higher lateral

surface applied because of limited ability of

horizontal strains under HMA layer, while

computers to analysis the complex model

this configuration makes lower horizontal

and unnecessary calculation. Hence, only the

strain in axles’ moving direction. The dif-

comparison between results is used for con-

ference of loading spacing in each direc-

clusion.

tion and loads magnitude on each axle is

The following conclusions were drawn from

the causes of this disaccord.

this study:
- The Dual-wheel Tandem configuration of
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